Final Paper Auto-Assessment			 			Student Name:
Assignment: You are to write a 10-15 page essay on any topic, on any text we have read this semester. Secondary research is not absolutely required—perhaps it is discouraged. You must develop a thesis relying on textual evidence. I want analysis, not regurgitation. Roll the text and relish the reek. Then share with me.
I agree… (underline the one you want)
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree 	Have you followed the guidelines for this paper?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Does your paper begin with a general opening, one that is likely to appeal to the reader’s concerns?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Have you considered and disarmed strong objections to your thesis statement?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Anytime you take a position, do you offer evidence and persuasive argument that offers an explanation for WHY you  think the way you  do?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Is your tone appropriate? Do you sound confident and eager to speak with your reader? Do you sound too casual? Do you sound like a machine?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Have you given evidence to support your claims? Do you properly and effectively incorporate sources (primary, secondary) to support you arguments?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Do the sentences flow together smoothly? Do you sound like you are listing ideas IN A SHOPPING LIST? Do you use transition words correctly?
Very Strongly-Strongly-Somewhat-Disagree	Is your paper proofread? Does it contain any spelling or grammatical errors? 
Instructor’s comments:






















Broad descriptions of grading criteria. (A=23-25, B=20-22, C=17-19, D=16, F=14)
A: The essay demonstrates an excellent grasp of the material and presents a compelling and thoughtful argument. There are no factual errors, and few if any proofing errors (grammar, spelling errors). The organization of the essay is superlative. I nod a lot, not because I agree, but because I’m struck by the student’s perceptiveness and his/her suasion. It is very clear that many hours and many drafts have gone into this paper. 
B: The essay clearly and completely makes an argument. There are at worst very minor factual errors. The organization of the essay is very good. The answer seems reasonable and the argument is clear. There are only a few proofing errors. I have few questions, and it’s clear that the student has spent time thinking through the problem and is very familiar with the text. The student clearly put time into conceiving and executing the paper, and wrote at least one draft. 
C: The essay is competent. The thesis is a valid one, but perhaps it’s weakly argued, or there are some obvious flaws in the research or coherence of the claim. The directions have been followed. Organization is average. The student has put in a lot of time and thought, but a few more hours would have done it some good. 
D: Weak paper. Weak thesis, poorly argued. Lots of proofing errors. 
F: Why’d you turn this in? 

